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Mentalism & Magic

Howard Albright Super Sensitive Fingertips

Forbidden Wisdom

Albright’s Advanced Card Magic

Super Psychic Mental Effects

Gregory Wilson Deja Vu

Robert Orben Patter For Standard Tricks

The Art of Stage Mindreading or Second Sight

George Anderson It Must Be Mindreading

Orville Meyer Telepathy In Action

Theo Anneman SH-H-H-H ! It’s A Secret

Annemann’s Card magic

Burling Hull 33 Rope Ties & Chain Releases

Phil Goldstein’s Kansas City Lecture Notes 2003

Aldo Colombini Make Them Laugh 2002

Eric Mason & Barrie Richardson

A Boon For All Seasons

Gary Darwin’s 201 Jokes for Magicians

Thayer Manufacturing “Concentration”

A New Mental Telepathy Act

Eddie Clever Mental Magic for Magicians

Colostro Mind Reading Code

Marc Paul Mind Control Unleashed

Tony Binarelli There’s No Trick

Tony Binarelli The New Card Magic

World Magic Seminar 2000 L/notes

Anthony Blake A Treatise on the Centre Tear

Flip An Exposure to The Flip Experience

Trevor Duffy Crossing The Line

Glen Falkenstein & Francis Willard

Telepathy For Two

Stanton Carlisle Mentalism For Connoisseurs

John Riggs Conquering The College Market

Bruce Berstein Going South With His Secrets

IBM Golding Jubilee Put A Little Magic In Your Life.

25 years of Magic in The Desert 1978-2000

Rob Sevin Daily Dream Keeping

Dreams, Omens & Superstitions

Vanni Bossi Las Vegas 2005 L/Notes

Roy Schubert A Few Favourites

The Kraig Karges Connection Mentalism

Edwin Dawes “Out Of The Rich Cabinet”

Terry Seabrooke “I Do It My Way”

J. G. Thompson Jnr. “Magic To Delight”

Cody S. Fisher “Required Reading”

Chan Canasta “A Miracle Discovery”

Ron Baillie’s “Extra Sensory Perfection”

Sam Dalal “X-Ray Eyes”
Dick Steiner’s “Heavy Mental Tour”
Dan Garret “The Last Palindrome”
Nicholas Einhorn Lecture Notes Set 1
//             //             //             //           Set 2
Docc Hilford The $1000 Secret Seance
//             //     Number 6
//             // The Little Black Book Test
//             // Burn Witch Burn
//             // The Dance of Shiva
//             // Mountains of Madness
//             // The Dark Cloak
//             // “Rattletrap”
//             // “Q & A Answer Act”
Jack Kent Tillar Sextet
  Vol. 1. Walk Around Mentalist
  Vol. 2. Two Person Mentalism
  Vol. 3. Complete Acts for the Mentalist
  Vol. 4. Up Close & Personal Mentalism
  Vol. 5 Predictions for all Occasions
  Vol. 6. Long Distance Telepathy
Doug Dyment’s “Tricyclic”
Supreme Magic “Card System”
Harvey Berg “Wanderings”
Marc Paul “Direct Mind Reading & Mind Control Effects”
Kenton Knepper “Secrets of Misdirections”
Myriam Ruthchild ‘Advanced Psychic Methods”
Al Mann “Psychic Wizardry”
Marvoyan’s “Brain Bafflers”
Paul Hallas “The Mindfull Mentalism Trilogy”
Guy Hollingsworth “Waiting For Inspiration”
M. Fogel’s “Headline Prediction”
North Bigbee ‘Stage Mentalism”
Harvey Berg “Intercept”
Bob Nelson “Sensational Mentalism”
//             // Sensational Mentalism vol 4
//             // “Sensational Effects”
//             // “Super Prediction Tricks”
//             // “Encyclopedia of Mentalism”
//             // “How to Read Sealed Messages”
C.V. Musson “Additional Weird & Psychic Effects”
C.V. Musson “More Weird & Psychic Effects”
Douglas Brewer “High Impact Card Magic”
Francis J. Marshall “Trade Shows”
Al Conlin “Exclusive Prediction”
Al Smith ‘Round Square”
Martin Eisele “Close Up Lecture”
Christopher Brents ‘Levitation System”
Murray ‘The Magic of Routining”
Paul Daniel’s “Workshop”
Dr. Ryan Blumenthal “Mentalism Martial Art”
Mark Striving’s “As In The Mirror Darkly’
Chapman “20 Stunners With a Nail Writer”
Andy Nyman “Fight Dirty High Impact Mentalism”

Gene Grant “Phantini Revisited”

Ken De Courcy “Son Of Pentertain”

John Hofner “The Hofner Quintet”

Michael Sibberson “Frame of Mind”

Eittienne Pradier “French Bread Winners”

Escuela de Magia “Misdirection does not exist”

Topas “Presentation Secrets”

Jon Racherbaumer “Grifty Business”

Stanley Carlisle “Mentalism De Luxe”

Bill Palmer “It works For Me”

Banachek “Pre Thoughts”

Paul Hallas “Across The Void”

How to Pick Locks

Franklin “Journey to The Centre of The Mind”

Bob Somerfield Pieces of the Mind

Wright & Larsen The LW Card Mysteries

Magic Inc. No Skill Comedy Mindreading

Steve Bedwell Thick Schtick

James Lewis Visible Coins Through Table

Richard Osterlind’s Break Through card System

Milbourne Christopher Conjuring With Christopher

George Schindler Entertainment First

Doug Dyment’s Mindsights

Gary D

Meir Yedid Predict Perfect

Gary Darwin’s Thumb Tip Thinking

Phil Goldstein The Book of Red Mentalism

Ireland Magic Company ESP Handbook and Workshop Kit

Darwin’s Close-up Miracles

David Hoy The Bold & Subtle Miracles of Dr. Faust

Rob Roy Easy Card Magic

Sam Dalal The Swami Gimmick

Paul Green Nothing Up My Sleeve

Paul Green Take a Stroll With Me.

Ken Simmons Scotch & Soda

Lee Earle The Classic Reading

P. Foli Fortune Telling With Cards

Doug Dyment’s Stimulacra

Darwin’s 101 Thumtip Tricks

Aldo Colombini Solutions

Meir yedid’s Twisting The Arm Illusion

Dennis Marks The Invisible Eye

Doug Dyment’s Sign Language

Barry Govan’s Ring Link

R A Nelson Are You Mediumistic
Richard Osterlind The very Modern Mindreader

W Larson & Ormond McGill Radio & Nite Club Mindreading

Dariel Fitzkee Contact Mindreading Expanded

Annemanns mental Bargain Effects

Sean Taylor East to West

Lee Earle’s Lecture Book ‘94

Danny Archer Still Working Alone

Danny Archer Working Alone

Greco & Michel The Invisible Hand Holdout